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CERTIFIED APPEALS
Litigating Appeals Under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 54(b) and 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b)
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Presentation Overview
• Ordinarily, in litigating an appeal, parties do not need to

receive permission from the district court (i.e., so long as
there is a final judgment, a collateral order, etc.).
• This presentation covers two ways in which the law allows

appeals based on district-court permission.
• Certified-Judgment Appeals Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b)
• Certified-Question Appeals Under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b)

• This list is not exhaustive. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 158(d)(2)

& Fed. Bankr. R. 8006 (certified bankruptcy appeals).
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RULE 54(B)
When it’s over because the district court says it’s over.
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b)
When an action presents more than one claim
for relief—whether as a claim, counterclaim,
crossclaim, or third-party claim—or when
multiple parties are involved, the court may
direct entry of a final judgment as to one or
more, but fewer than all, claims or parties only
if the court expressly determines that there is
no just reason for delay.
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Rule 54(b): Historical Background
• Rule 54(b)’s history detailed in Sears Roebuck & Co.

v. Mackey, 351 U.S. 427 (1956).
• Before FRCP, general hostility to piecemeal appeals

& litigation of “whole case” was less complicated.
• Adoption of FRCP “increased opportunity” for liberal

joinder of claims and multiple-party actions.
• “Sound judicial administration” dictated in multiple

claims actions, final decisions on some claims should
be appealable without final decision on all claims.
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Rule 54(b): Legal Underpinning
• 28 U.S.C. § 1291: appeals require final decisions.
• Rules Enabling Act: SCOTUS may define “final.”
• Rule 54(b) allows district courts to certify their

decisions as “final” when the district court finds the
decision meets certain requirements.
• Rule 54(b) thus “relaxes the traditional finality

requirement” but “does not tolerate immediate appeal
of every action taken by a district court.”
Gen. Acquisition, Inc. v. GenCorp, Inc., 23 F.3d 1022, 1026 (6th Cir. 1994)
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Rule 54(b): The Test
District courts may certify a decision as “final”
when three conditions are met:
1. Case must involve multiple claims or parties.
2. Decision to be certified must finally
determine at least one claim or the rights
and liabilities of at least one party.
3. District court must expressly determine
there is no just reason to delay entry of final
judgment as to fewer than all of the claims
or parties involved in the action.
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Rule 54(b): Multiple Claims (1/2)
• “Litigants in a single claim, two party dispute may not

resort to Rule 54(b) ….” Gen. Acquisition, Inc. v. GenCorp,
Inc., 23 F.3d 1022, 1026 (6th Cir. 1994).
• SCOTUS has yet to define “what constitutes a claim for

relief within the meaning” of Rule 54(b). Liberty Mut. Ins.
Co. v. Wetzel, 424 U.S. 737, 743 n.4 (1976).
• “[N]ot enough to resolve something that is designated as

a separate claim, if other aspects of the case involve the
same underlying subject matter.” Domanus v. Locke
Lorde, LLP, 847 F.3d 469, 477 (7th Cir. 2017).
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Rule 54(b): Multiple Claims (2/2)
• Circuits have taken a

“practical” approach.

• Multiple claims = facts

underlying different
claims are different.
• Single claim = single

aggregate of operative
facts, even when used
to support different
theories of liability or
forms of relief.

Practice Point

Do not presume the
existence of “multiple
claims” (e.g., based
on filing of multiplecount complaint).
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Rule 54(b): Final Determination
• “District Court[s] cannot … treat as ‘final’ that which is not

‘final’ within the meaning of § 1291.” Sears, Roebuck &
Co. v. Mackey, 351 U.S. 427, 437 (1956).
• No “final” determination to be certified when:
• Decision resolves liability BUT leaves open damages/other relief.

See, e.g., Linde v. Arab Bank, PLC, 882 F.3d 314 (2d Cir. 2018).
• Decision resolves issue (e.g., duty to indemnify) implicated by

decided claim AND undecided claim(s). See, e.g., Gen. Ins. Co.
of Am. v. Clark Mall Corp., 644 F.3d 375 (7th Cir. 2011).

• Finality = entry of judgment + express no-delay decision.
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Rule 54(b): Express Certification (1/2)
• Circuits have emphasized

that 54(b) certifications must
be explicit and supported
with reasoned explanation.
• Fifth Circuit: Words like “no

just reason for delay” not
required, but intent to certify
must be “unmistakable.”

• “Interpreting a judgment as

a Rule 54(b) determination
without the required findings
would effectively read out
those requirements from
Rule 54(b).” Am. States Ins.
Co. v. Dastar Corp., 318 F.3d
881, 889 (9th Cir. 2003).

Practice Point

To avoid confusion on
appeal, draft proposed
orders for Rule 54(b)
motions that mirror the
rule’s language.
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Rule 54(b): Express Certification (2/2)
Major Risk of Dismissal Absent Express Certification

United States v. M/V Galactica Star,
No. 18-20781, slip. op. at 9 (5th Cir. Oct. 1, 2019) (per curiam)
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Rule 54(b): No Just Reason for Delay (1/3)
District court acts as a "dispatcher"
DISCRETIONARY DECISION
District court knows the case best &
any justifiable reasons for delay.
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Rule 54(b): No Just Reason for Delay (2/3)
• District court must provide a reasoned explanation.
• “[M]echanically noting ‘no just cause for delay’” is not

good enough. United States v. Ettrick Wood Prods., Inc.,
916 F.2d 1211, 1218 (7th Cir. 1990).
• Some explanation necessary to enable appellate review.
• “[W]hen a district court does not explain itself, any

deference we might … accord the 54(b) certification
decision will be nullified.” Ebrahimi v. City of Huntsville
Bd. of Educ., 114 F.3d 162, 167 (11th Cir. 1997).
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Rule 54(b): No Just Reason for Delay (3/3)
Factors for District Courts to Consider (Non-Exhaustive)
1. Relationship between decided and undecided claims;
2. Whether appellate review might be mooted by future district court events;
3. Whether appellate court might be forced to decide the same issue twice;

4. Any claim or counterclaim that could result in set-off against the judgment;
5. Miscellaneous factors like delay, economic costs, trial time, etc.

Corrosioneering, Inc. v. Thyssen Envt’l Sys., 807 F.2d 1279, 1283 (6th Cir. 1986).

Key Factor (for some circuits): “[S]ome danger of hardship or injustice through
delay which would be alleviated by immediate appeal.”
Hayden v. McDonald, 719 F.2d 266, 268 (8th Cir. 1983)
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Rule 54(b): Time to File Certification Motion
• No express deadline.
• BUT: Seventh Circuit

generally finds it “an
abuse of discretion” for
district court to grant a
Rule 54(b) motion “when
the motion is filed more
than thirty days after the
entry of the adjudication
to which it relates.” King
v. Newbold, 845 F.3d
866, 868 (7th Cir. 2017).

Practice Point

DO NOT DELAY!
File Rule 54(b) motions
within 30 days of the
decision to be certified.
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Rule 54(b): Certification Granted

The battle is not over!
Must file a timely notice of appeal.
Must be ready to defend Rule 54(b)
certification to appellate court.
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Rule 54(b): Timely Notice of Appeal
• Under Rule 54(b), certified decision = “final judgment” for

claims finally determined by the decision.
• Need to file notice of appeal from this judgment.

• Must file appeal within jurisdictional deadlines set by

FRAP 4(a)(1)—generally, a 30-day deadline.
• Tenth Circuit: When appellant obtains 54(b) certification

after filing a notice of appeal, the appeals court "will deem
the notice of appeal to ripen as of the date of certification
and will accept the jurisdiction.” Lewis v. B.F. Goodrich
Co., 850 F.2d 641, 645 (10th Cir. 1988).
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Rule 54(b): Appellate Standard of Review (1/2)
• Court of appeals obliged to satisfy itself that certification was

proper—even if no party challenges certification.
• SCOTUS: Appellate court has two jobs.
1. “[S]crutinize the district court's evaluation of … claims so

as to prevent piecemeal appeals in cases which should be
reviewed only as single units.” [De Novo Review]
2. Afford “substantial deference” to district court’s no-just-

reason-for-delay “discretionary” evaluation ➔ disturb only
if this judgment is “clearly unreasonable.”
Curtiss-Wright Corp. v. Gen. Elec. Co., 446 U.S. 1, 10 (1980).
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Rule 54(b): Competing Appellate Visions
Old School: First Circuit
Judgments under Rule 54(b)
must be reserved for the unusual
case in which the costs and risks
of multiplying the number of
proceedings and of overcrowding
the appellate docket are
outbalanced by pressing needs
of the litigants for an early and
separate judgment as to some
claims or parties.
Spiegel v. Trs. of Tufts Coll., 843
F.2d 38, (1st Cir. 1988)

New School: Ninth Circuit
• “[A] Rule 54(b) order is a fairly

routine act that is reversed only in
the rarest instances.” James v.
Price Stern Sloan, 283 F.3d 1064,
1067 n.6 (9th Cir. 2002).
• “[P]resent trend is toward greater

deference to a district court's
decision to certify under Rule
54(b).” Texaco, Inc. v. Ponsoldt,
939 F.2d 794, 798 (9th Cir. 1991).
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Rule 54(b): Gelboim
• SCOTUS appears to endorse liberal view of Rule 54(b) in

Gelboim v. Bank of Am. Corp., 135 S. Ct. 897 (2015)
• SCOTUS describes Rule 54(b) as “aimed to augment, not

diminish, appeal opportunity.” Id. at 902–03.
• “Rule 54(b) is designed to permit acceleration of appeals

in multiple-claim cases ….” Id. at 906.
• Encourages use of Rule 54(b) in multi-district litigation:

“District courts may grant [54(b)] certifications … enabling
plaintiffs in actions that have not been dismissed in their
entirety to pursue immediate appellate review.” Id.
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Rule 54(b): SCOTUS Guidance
• Gelboim v. Bank of America Corp.,

135 S. Ct. 897 (2017)
• Curtiss-Wright Corp. v. Gen. Elec. Co.,
446 U.S. 1 (1980)
• Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. Wetzel,
424 U.S. 737 (1976)
• Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Mackey,
351 U.S. 427 (1956)
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Rule 54(b): Circuit Guidance (1/3)
First Circuit
• Spiegel v. Trs. of Tufts Coll., 843 F.2d 38 (1st Cir. 1988)

Second Circuit
• Ginett v. Computer Task Group, Inc., 962 F.2d 1085 (2d Cir. 1992)

Third Circuit
• Berckeley Inv. Group, Ltd. v. Colkitt, 455 F.3d 195 (3d. Cir. 2006)

Fourth Circuit
• Fox v. Baltimore City Police Dep’t, 201 F.3d 526 (4th Cir. 2000)
• Braswell Shipyards, Inc. v. Beazer East, Inc., 2 F.3d 1331 (4th Cir. 1993)

Fifth Circuit
• Ackerman v. FDIC, 973 F.2d 1221, 1225 (5th Cir. 1992)
• H & W Indus. v. Formosa Plastics Corp., 860 F.2d 172 (5th Cir. 1988)
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Rule 54(b): Circuit Guidance (2/3)
Sixth Circuit
• Gen. Acquisition, Inc. v. GenCorp, Inc., 23 F.3d 1022 (6th Cir. 1994)
• Corrosioneering, Inc. v. Thyssen Envt’l Sys., 807 F.2d 1279 (6th Cir. 1986)

Seventh Circuit
• Horn v. Transcon Lines, Inc., 898 F.2d 589 (7th Cir. 1990)
• Jack Walters & Sons Corp. v. Morton Bldg., 737 F.2d 698 (7th Cir. 1984)

Eighth Circuit
• Hayden v. McDonald, 719 F.2d 266 (8th Cir. 1983).

Ninth Circuit
• Wood v. GCC Bend, LLC, 422 F.3d 873 (9th Cir. 2005)
• Texaco, Inc. v. Ponsoldt, 939 F.2d 794 (9th Cir. 1991)
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Rule 54(b): Circuit Guidance (3/3)
Tenth Circuit
• Okla. Turnpike Auth. v. Bruner, 259 F.3d 1236 (10th Cir. 2001)

Eleventh Circuit
• Lloyd Noland Found., Inc. v. Tenet Health Care Corp., 483 F.3d 773

(11th Cir. 2007)
• Ebrahimi v. City of Huntsville Bd. of Educ., 114 F.3d 162 (11th Cir.1997)

D.C. Circuit
• Bldg. Indus. Ass’n of Superior Cal. v. Babbitt, 161 F.3d 740 (D.C. Cir. 1998)

Federal Circuit
• W.L. Gore & Assocs., Inc. v. Int'l Med. Prosthetics Res. Assocs., Inc.,

975 F.2d 858 (Fed. Cir. 1992)
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SECTION 1292(B)
When important legal questions need answers now.
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28 U.S.C. § 1292(b)
When a district judge, in making in a civil action an order not
otherwise appealable under this section, shall be of the opinion that
such order involves a controlling question of law as to which there is
substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate
appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate
termination of the litigation, he shall so state in writing in such order.

The Court of Appeals which would have jurisdiction of an appeal of
such action may thereupon, in its discretion, permit an appeal to be
taken from such order, if application is made to it within ten days after
the entry of the order: Provided, however, that application for an
appeal hereunder shall not stay proceedings in the district court
unless the district judge or the Court of Appeals or a judge thereof
shall so order.
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Section 1292(b): Two-Step Process

Obtain 1292(b)
Certification from
District Court
File Timely FRAP 5
Appeal Petition
with Circuit Court
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Section 1292(b): Historical Background
• History of Section 1292(b)—
• Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437 U.S. 463 (1978).
• Katz v. Carte Blanche Corp., 496 F.2d 747 (3d Cir. 1974)

• Enacted under the Interlocutory Appeals Act of 1958.
• Congress was dissatisfied with prolonged litigation &

harm to litigants sometimes caused by federal courts’
strict observance of the final-judgment rule.
• Via 1292(b), Congress allowed prompt review of certain

non-final orders, BUT carefully confined review.
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Section 1292(b): Breakdown
• Interlocutory district-court order that is not—
• Injunction-related (covered by 1292(a)(1));
• Receivership-related (covered by 1292(a)(2)); or
• Deciding rights/liabilities in admiralty (covered by 1292(a)(3)).

• Controlling question of law.
• Substantial ground for difference of opinion.
• Immediate appeal may materially advance end of case.
• Express district-court certification of above factors.
• Timely appeal petition filed with circuit court.
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Section 1292(b): Interlocutory Order (1/2)
Eligible Interlocutory Orders (Examples)
• Motion-to-Dismiss Denial or Partial Grant (Rule 12)
• Hines v. Alldredge, 783 F.3d 197 (5th Cir. 2015)
• BUT SEE: Caraballo-Seda v. Mun. of Hormigueros, 395 F.3d 7 (1st Cir. 2005)

• Summary-Judgment Denial (Rule 56)
• Chesapeake Paper Prods. Co. v. S&W Eng’g Corp., 51 F.3d 1229 (4th Cir. 1995)
• BUT SEE: Ahrenholz v. Bd. of Trs. of Univ. of Ill., 219 F.3d 674 (7th Cir. 2000)

• Removal of Case to Federal Court (28 U.S.C. § 1441)
• Able v. Upjohn Co., Inc., 828 F.2d 1330 (4th Cir. 1987)

• Discovery Orders (e.g., Rule 26 Discovery Restriction)
• Cazorla v. Koch Foods of Miss., LLC , 838 F.3d 540 (5th Cir. 2016)
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Section 1292(b): Interlocutory Order (2/2)
Eligible Interlocutory Orders (Examples)
• Judicial Recusal / Disqualification
• Davis v. Bd. of Sch. Comm’rs of Mobile Cnty., 517 F.2d 1044 (5th Cir. 1975)
• BUT SEE: In re Cement Antitrust Litig., 673 F.2d 1020 (9th Cir. 1982)

• Disqualification of Counsel
• Watkins v. Trans Union, LLC, 869 F.3d 514 (7th Cir. 2017)

• Disclosure Adverse to Attorney-Client Privilege
• Mohawk Indus., Inc. v. Carpenter, 558 U.S. 100 (2009)

• Compelled Arbitration
• Gupta v. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC, 934 F.3d 705 (7th Cir. 2019)
• SEE: Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 16(b) (expressly allows § 1292(b) appeals).
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Section 1292(b): Test for Certification
Question of Law Presented
Controlling
Contestable
Resolution Promises to Speed Up Litigation
CERTIFICATION MERITED
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Section 1292(b): Question of Law (1/2)
Procedural View (Broad)

Substantive View (Narrow)

• Some circuits: “question

• Seventh Circuit takes a

of law” may be shown by
reference to procedural
nature of order.
• For example: “[T]he
sufficiency of a complaint
is a question of law.”

narrower view.
• “Question of law” is one
about the “meaning of a
statutory or constitutional
provision, regulation, or
common law doctrine.”

In re Trump,
874 F.3d 948, 951 (6th Cir. 2017)

Ahrenholz v. Bd. of Trs. of Univ. of Ill.,
219 F.3d 674, 676 (7th Cir. 2000)
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Section 1292(b): Question of Law (2/2)
Eleventh Circuit Warns
“[A] district court’s failure
to specify the controlling
question or questions of
law it had in mind when
certifying … is a factor we
may consider in deciding
how to exercise our
discretionary power
to review.”
McFarlin v. Conseco Servs., LLC,
381 F.3d 1251, 1255 (11th Cir. 2004)

Practice Point
Draft Compelling Questions
High Level of Abstraction
Rise Above Facts of Case
Relevant to Other Cases
in Same Area of Law
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Section 1292(b): “Controlling” Question

YES
NO

• Could materially affect
the case’s outcome
• Creates reversible error
• Fact-driven issue
• Matter within district
court’s discretion
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Section 1292(b): Difference of Opinion
QUALIFYING
DIFFERENCES
• Novel issues on which
fair-minded jurists might
reach contradictory
conclusions.
• Legal issues that have
produced a sufficient
number of conflicting or
contradictory opinions.

IRRELEVANT
DIFFERENCES
• Party's strong disagreement
with the district court's ruling.
• Dispute over how settled law
applies to particular facts.
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Section 1292(b): Material Advancement
• 1292(b): “may materially advance” end of litigation.
• Requires possibility—not guarantee—of material advancement.
• Material advancement exists when appeal stands to:
• Avoid a trial; OR
• Substantially shorten the litigation.
• “[N]either the statutory language nor the case law requires that

if the interlocutory appeal should be decided in favor of the
appellant, the litigation will end then and there, with no further
proceedings in the district court.” Sterk v. Redbox Automated
Retail, LLC, 672 F.3d 535, 537 (7th Cir. 2012).
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Section 1292(b): Express Determination
1292 requires that the district court state in writing that the
order being appealed “involves a controlling question of law as to
which there is substantial ground for difference of opinion and
that an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance
the ultimate termination of the litigation . . . .”
The district court's order does not contain any such statement.
Rafferty v. Trumbull Cnty.
758 Fed. App’x 425, 428 (6th Cir. 2018)
MAKE SURE CERTIFICATION ORDER CONFORMS TO § 1292(B)
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Section 1292(b): Certification Denied

1292(b) denials
generally are not
subject to appeal

Two remaining
safety valves
• Collateral-order doctrine
• Writ of mandamus
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Section 1292(b): Certification Granted

Next Step
File Petition for Permission to Appeal
With Circuit Court (FRAP 5)
MUST FILE WITHIN 10 DAYS
OF 1292(b) CERTIFICATION ORDER
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Section 1292(b): Petition to Appeal (FRAP 5)
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Section 1292(b): Timely Filing of Appeal Petition
• Most Circuits: Failure to file within the statutorily-

mandated ten-day period deprives the circuit court of
jurisdiction to consider the appeal.
• Some circuits have also found that district courts may

“recertify a question for review when the appellant fails to
file the required application.” Safety-Kleen, Inc. v. Wyche,
274 F.3d 846, 866-67 (4th Cir. 2001).
• BUT: district court’s power-to-recertify has limits.
• Was missed 10-day deadline due to excusable neglect?
• Would recertification be prejudicial to the appellee?
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Section 1292(b): Scope of Review
Circuit court review covers entire certified order—
not just the certified question(s).

Circuit court may therefore address any issue
“fairly included” within the certified order.

BUT
Circuit court may not reach beyond the certified
order to address other orders in the case.
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Section 1292(b): Allowing Review
Reasons Circuit Court
May Grant Review

Reasons Circuit Court
May Deny Review

Respect for Quality of
District Court Certification

Docket Congestion

Case-Dispositive Pure
Question of Law

Inextricable Disputes
Over Material Facts

Avoidance of Potentially
Needless Costly Trial

Avoidance of
Piecemeal Appeals
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Section 1292(b): SCOTUS Guidance
• Mohawk Indus., Inc. v. Carpenter,

558 U.S. 100 (2009)
• Yamaha Motor Corp., USA v. Calhoun,
516 U.S. 199 (1996)
• United States v. Stanley,
483 U.S. 669 (1987)
• Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay,
437 U.S. 463 (1978)
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Section 1292(b): Circuit Guidance (1/3)
First Circuit
• Caraballo-Seda v. Mun. of Hormigueros, 395 F.3d 7 (1st Cir. 2005)
• In re Heddendorf, 263 F.2d 887 (1st Cir. 1959)

Second Circuit
• Koehler v. Bank of Bermuda Ltd., 101 F.3d 863 (2d Cir. 1996)

Third Circuit
• Katz v. Carte Blanche Corp., 496 F.2d 747 (3d Cir. 1974)
• Milbert v. Bison Labs, Inc., 260 F.2d 431 (3d Cir. 1958)

Fourth Circuit
• Kennedy v. St. Joseph Ministries, Inc., 657 F.3d 189 (4th Cir. 2011)

Fifth Circuit
• Clark-Dietz & Assocs-Eng’rs, Inc. v. Basic Constr. Co., 702 F.2d 67

(5th Cir. 1983)
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Section 1292(b): Circuit Guidance (2/3)
Sixth Circuit
• In re Trump, 874 F.3d 948 (6th Cir. 2017)
• In re City of Memphis, 293 F.3d 345 (6th Cir. 2002)

Seventh Circuit
• Sterk v. Redbox Automated Retail, LLC, 672 F.3d 535 (7th Cir. 2012)
• Ahrenholz v. Bd. of Trs. of Univ. of Ill., 219 F.3d 674 (7th Cir. 2000)

Eighth Circuit
• Union Cnty., Iowa v. Piper Jaffray & Co., 525 F.3d 643 (8th Cir. 2008)
• White v. Nix, 43 F.3d 374 (8th Cir. 1994)

Ninth Circuit
• Reese v. BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc., 643 F.3d 681 (9th Cir. 2011)
• Couch v. Telescope Inc., 611 F.3d 629 (9th Cir. 2010)
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Section 1292(b): Circuit Guidance (3/3)
Tenth Circuit
• U.S. ex rel. Little v. Triumph Gear Sys., Inc., 870 F.3d 1242 (10th Cir. 2017)
• Homeland Stores, Inc. v. RTC, 17 F.3d 1269 (10th Cir. 1994)

Eleventh Circuit
• Mamani v. Berzain, 825 F.3d 1304 (11th Cir. 2016)
• McFarlin v. Conseco Servs., LLC, 381 F.3d 1251 (11th Cir. 2004)

D.C. Circuit
• Kennedy v. Bowser, 843 F.3d 529 (D.C. Cir. 2016)
• Am. Council of the Blind v. Paulson, 525 F.3d 1256 (D.C. Cir. 2008)

Federal Circuit
• Regents, Univ. of Cal. v. Dako N. Am., Inc., 477 F.3d 1335 (Fed. Cir. 2007)
• Ultra-Precision Mfg. Ltd. v. Ford Motor Co., 338 F.3d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
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QUESTIONS?
Mahesha P. Subbaraman
mps@subblaw.com

Judicial “Exceptions” to the
Final-Judgment Rule
Scottie Forbes Lee
scottie.lee@elliswinters.com
October 17, 2019

www.elliswinters.com

Overview
•

•

This presentation covers two judicially created
“exceptions” to the final-judgment rule:
•

Collateral-order doctrine

•

Pendent appellate jurisdiction

Effect of exceptions: non-immediately-appealable
interlocutory orders are immediately appealable
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Collateral-Order Doctrine
•

“The collateral order doctrine refers to the authority of a court of
appeals to review a ruling of a district court that is unrelated to the
merits of the case and that allegedly threatens an important right, thus
justifying immediate appellate review.” Erwin Chemerinsky, Federal
Jurisdiction § 10.4, at 729 (6th ed. 2012).

•

Described as a practical construction of the final-judgment rule rather
than an exception

•

Effect: An order is labeled final and appealable even though the ruling
does not terminate the entire action.

•

Seminal case: Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541
(1949).

•

Three-part test
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Collateral-Order Doctrine:
Three-part test
• Allows immediate appeals of orders that
•

(1) conclusively decide an issue,

•

(2) resolve an important issue that is completely
separate from the merits of the underlying action,
and

•

(3) are effectively unreviewable on appeal from a
final judgment.
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Collateral-Order Doctrine:
The Conclusiveness Requirement
•

Requirement No. 1: The order must conclusively
determine the matter at issue.
•

Must be “made with the expectation that [it] will be the final
word on the subject.” Moses H. Cone Mem’l Hosp. v. Mercury
Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 12 n.14 (1983).

•

Must not be “tentative, informal or incomplete.” Cohen, 337
U.S. at 546.

•

Certain types of orders, like denials of class certification, are
“inherently tentative” because the trial court generally
expects to revisit the issue as the litigation progresses. E.g.,
Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437 U.S. 463 (1978).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine:
The Separability & Importance Requirements
•

Requirement No. 2: The order must resolve an
important issue that is distinct from the merits of the
litigation.
•

Two prongs: (1) separability and (2) importance.
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Separability
•

Separability requirement
•

The challenged order cannot be “enmeshed in the factual
and legal issues comprising the plaintiff’s cause of action.”
Mercantile Nat’l Bank v. Langdeau, 371 U.S. 555, 558 (1963).

•

Does not require a complete disconnect between challenged
order and the merits of the litigation.
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Importance
•

Importance requirement
•

Cohen defined the small class of collaterally appealable
orders as those “too important to be denied review” that
present “a serious and unsettled question.”

•

Standard has not been consistently applied.
•

For the most part, courts have not been stringent on the “serious
and unsettled question” requirement.
•

•

E.g., Under Seal v. Under Seal, 326 F.3d 479, 489 (4th Cir. 2003)
(Motz, J., concurring) (“[M]andating proof that an order involves a
‘serious and unsettled question’ would seem to present new
complications in the already murky and often criticized collateral
order jurisprudence.”).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine:
The Unreviewability Requirement
•

Requirement No. 3: The order must be effectively
unreviewable on appeal from a final judgment.
•

The most debated requirement

•

Traditionally, the Supreme Court extended collateral order
appeals only where delay would render post-judgment review
impossible.

•

Later restated to include orders involving “an important right
which would be ‘lost, probably irreparably,’ if review had to
await final judgment.” Abney v. United States, 431 U.S. 651,
658 (1977) (quoting Cohen, 337 U.S. at 546)).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Examples of
immediately appealable orders
•

Denial of dismissal or summary judgment based on immunity
(major category)
•

•

Denial of counsel’s motion to withdraw
•

•

E.g., Whiting v. Lacara, 187 F.3d 317 (2d Cir. 1999).

Denial of motion to dismiss on double-jeopardy grounds
•

•

E.g., P.R. Aqueduct & Sewer Auth. v. Metcalf & Eddy, Inc., 506 U.S. 139 (1993)
(Eleventh Amendment immunity); Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. Vaughn, 509
F.3d 1085 (9th Cir. 2007) (tribal sovereign immunity); Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S.
511 (1985) (qualified immunity); Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 731 (1982) (absolute
immunity); Osborn v. Haley, 549 U.S. 225 (2007) (immunity under the Westfall
Act); United States v. Rostenkowski, 59 F.3d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (immunity under
the Speech or Debate Clause); Kilburn v. Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
376 F.3d 1123 (D.C. Cir. 2004).

E.g., Abney v. United States, 431 U.S. 651 (1977).

Denial of security for costs
•

E.g., Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541 (1949).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Examples of
immediately appealable orders
•

Remand of declaratory-relief action to state court
•

•

Absolute denial of intervention
•

•

E.g., Janneh v. GAP Corp., 887 F.2d 432 (2d Cir. 1989).

Order unsealing documents in the trial court
•

•

E.g., Stringfellow v. Concerned Neighbors in Action, 480 U.S. 370 (1987).

Order refusing to enforce settlement
•

•

E.g., Snodgrass v. Provident Life & Accident Ins. Co., 147 F.3d 1163 (9th Cir. 1998).

E.g., Va. Dep’t of State Police v. Wash. Post, 386 F.3d 567 (4th Cir. 2004).

Grant of an abstention order
•

E.g., Wis. Right to Life State Political Action Comm. v. Barland, 664 F.3d 139 (7th
Cir. 2011).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Examples of orders not
immediately appealable under the doctrine
•

Order denying motion to disqualify counsel
•

•

Order imposing monetary discovery sanctions against counsel
•

•

E.g., Mohawk Indus., Inc. v. Carpenter, 558 U.S. 100 (2009).

Order denying class certification
•

•

E.g., Cunningham v. Hamilton Cty., 527 U.S. 198 (1999).

Order compelling production of attorney-client-privileged
material
•

•

E.g., Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. v. Risjord, 449 U.S. 368 (1981).

E.g., Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, 437 U.S. 463 (1978).

Order denying motion to abstain and stay federal litigation pending
similar state-court litigation
•

E.g., Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. v. Mayacamas Corp., 485 U.S. 271 (1988).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Examples of orders not
immediately appealable under the doctrine
•

Order refusing to apply the Federal Tort Claims Acts’ judgment
bar
•

E.g., Will v. Haddock, 546 U.S. 345 (2006).
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Circuit splits
•

Denials of appointed counsel in civil-rights cases

•

Denials of Parker immunity claims

•

Orders on motions to strike under anti-SLAPP statutes

•

Temporary-reinstatement orders for miners’ claims against
their employers
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Collateral-Order Doctrine: Circuit splits
•

Denials of Parker state-action immunity claims
•

Fifth and Eleventh Circuits: Denials of state-action immunity to
public entities are immediately appealable under the collateralorder doctrine.
•

•

Fourth, Sixth, and Ninth Circuits: Denials of state-action immunity
to public entities are not immediately appealable under the
collateral-order doctrine.
•

•

Rationale: State-action immunity confers immunity from suit.

Rationale: State-action immunity is a defense to liability rather than an
immunity from suit.

U.S. Supreme Court granted cert petition in SolarCity Corp. v. Salt
Water Project Agricultural Improvement & Power District, 692 F.
App’x 458 (9th Cir. 2017), but the case settled during the appeal.
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Pendent Appellate Jurisdiction
•

The power of appellate courts to resolve those questions that are
“inextricably intertwined” with the issue over which appellate
jurisdiction extends.

•

An extension of the reach of the collateral-order doctrine.

•

Not an independent ground for jurisdiction, but a matter of
judicial economy.
•

There must first be an independently appealable order that
establishes appellate jurisdiction.
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Pendent Appellate Jurisdiction
• Two instances where pendent appellate jurisdiction is proper:
•

(1) when an issue is “inextricably intertwined” with a question that
is the proper subject of an immediate appeal

•

(2) when review of a jurisdictionally insufficient issue is “necessary
to ensure meaningful review of an immediately appealable issue”

Swint v. Chambers Cty. Comm’n, 514 U.S. 35, 50-51 (1995).

•

A claim is “inextricably intertwined” with a properly reviewable
claim on collateral appeal only if the pendent claim is
coterminous with—or subsumed in—the claim before the court
on interlocutory appeal.
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Pendent Appellate Jurisdiction
•

Each of the federal courts of appeals has exercised pendent
appellate jurisdiction to allow review of secondary interlocutory
orders on appeal.

•

Often arises in the context of immunity-based appeals.

•

Liberal constructions of the doctrine have received much criticism.
•

See, e.g., Scott v. Family Dollar Stores, Inc., 733 F.3d 105 (4th Cir. 2013)
(exercising pendent appellate jurisdiction over a motion for leave to amend
in conjunction with an immediately appealable class-certification decision).
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Practice Tips
•

Collateral-order doctrine
•

Emphasize the importance of the issue, including public-policy
considerations (e.g., substantial public interest).

•

Emphasize that the important issue is separate from the merits of
the action.

•

Emphasize that the order will be effectively unreviewable on appeal
from a final judgment.

•

Pendent appellate jurisdiction
•

Emphasize a strong relationship between the immediately
appealable order and the secondary order.
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Thank You
Scottie Forbes Lee
Ellis & Winters LLP
800 North Greene Street, Suite 800
Greensboro, NC 27401
336.217.4085
scottie.lee@elliswinters.com
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Appeals Before a Final Judgment: Substantive and
Procedural Strategies for Appealing “Final” Decisions
Petitions for Writ of Mandamus

Appellate Review Through Mandamus
Extraordinary Writ of Mandamus (Latin: “We Command”):
▪ A writ of mandamus is an order from an appellate court to a lower court or
government official to perform a duty or to not exceed its powers: it is a
powerful vehicle for appellate review that is sparingly granted.
▪ Petitioning for a writ of mandamus may permit interim interlocutory review of
federal court orders in the absence of a final appealable order.

▪ Presentation Focus:
▪ Federal mandamus, not state mandamus where practice can differ.
▪ Mandamus, not other writs (e.g., prohibition, habeas corpus, certiorari, etc.).
▪ Mandamus directed against lower courts, not public officials.

▪ Presentation Topics:
▪ Development and scope of modern federal mandamus practice in the United States.
▪ Scope of modern federal appellate mandamus.
▪ Procedure for seeking mandamus review.
▪ Appellate mandamus considerations.
squirepattonboggs.com
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Development of Mandamus – England
▪ Mandamus: A product of English common law.
▪ Pre-1066: Writs can be traced back to the Anglo-Saxon kings, who used them

primarily to convey grants of land, with some use for judicial purposes.
▪ 13th century: Some historians believe that the specific writ of mandamus was

founded by Chapter 29 of Magna Carta (1215), creating a method available in the
absence of an adequate mechanism to remedy a violation of citizens’ rights.
▪ 16th century: Mandamus emerges as a judicial remedy available to English subjects.
• Its earliest uses were typically directed not at courts, but instead at public authorities,

commanding them to carry out a duty required by law.
• A common use was to compel a public authority to return petitioner to public office from

which he had been unlawfully removed. Bagg’s Case [1615] 77 Eng. Rep. 1271 (K.B.).

▪ 18th century: Mandamus sees broader use, and also issues against lower courts:
• Restrain courts from exercising powers beyond their jurisdiction.
• Compel courts to exercise jurisdiction with which they had been vested.
• BUT NOT to correct decisions that, while erroneous, were within the lower court’s power.

The King v. Justices of Monmouthshire [1825] 107 Eng. Rep. 1273, 1275 (K.B.).
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Development of Mandamus – United States
▪ Mandamus: Present from the earliest days of the American Republic.
▪ Judiciary Act of 1789: Vests the Supreme Court (Sect. 13) and lower federal courts

(Sect. 14) to issue mandamus and other writs present in English common law.
Writs could be directed against both lower courts and public officials.
▪ 18th & 19th century: Mandamus used in same manner as by English courts:
• Compel official to perform duty required by law. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137 (1803)

(mandamus to compel delivery of Marbury’s commission as justice of the peace).
• Compel inferior court to act. Ex parte Bradstreet, 32 U.S. 634 (1833) (mandamus to order

lower court to reinstate dismissed case).
• BUT NOT to challenge the correctness of non-final decisions.

Bank of Columbia v.
Sweeney, 26 U.S. 567 (1828) (mandamus cannot correct errors in interlocutory orders).

▪ 1911: Congress recodifies writs, but leaves substance unchanged.

▪ 1948: Another recodification – All Writs Act (28 U.S.C. § 1651) – into modern form:
• “The Supreme Court and all courts established by Act of Congress may issue all writs

necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the usages
and principles of law.”
• Although not intended to change substance of writ practice, by the 1950s the U.S. Supreme

Court and federal appeals courts began to expand the scope of mandamus to permit review
of a wide variety of interlocutory orders.
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Scope of Modern Federal Appellate Mandamus
▪ In the 1950s, the U.S. Supreme Court Begins to Expand the Scope of
Federal Appellate Mandamus.
▪ In De Beers Consol. Mines Ltd. v. United States, 325 U.S. 212 (1945), the U.S.

Supreme Court had stated traditional view that mandamus did not extend to “mere
error” but only to correct lower courts’ “usurpation of power.”
▪ But beginning in the late 1950s, the Court expanded the scope of mandamus:
• Supervising District Courts: In La Buy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249

(1957), the Court found it “necessary to proper judicial administration” for
appeals courts to use mandamus to supervise district courts in order to prevent
or deter future judicial misadministration. Supervisory mandamus serves a
“corrective and didactic function.”
• Interlocutory Review of Novel Questions of Law: In Schlagenhauf v. Holder, 379

U.S. 104 (1964), the Court created an exception to collateral order doctrine in
which appeals courts may use mandamus to conduct interlocutory review of
novel questions of law.
- Subsequent appellate decisions indicate that such “advisory mandamus is reserved
for big game”: “systematically important issue[s] as to which [the appellate court] has
not yet spoken” and “of great public importance, and likely to recur.” United States v.
Horn, 29 F.3d 754 (1st Cir. 1994); In re Atl. Pipe Corp., 304 F.3d 135 (1st Cir. 2002).
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Scope of Modern Federal Appellate Mandamus
▪ Sample Issues For Which Modern Courts Have Granted Mandamus:
▪ Review important and novel questions of law. In re Atl. Pipe Corp., 304 F.3d 135 (1st Cir. 2002).

▪ Attorney-client privilege. In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 270 F.3d 639 (8th Cir. 2001).
▪ Consolidate/sever cases for trial. Garber v. Randall, 477 F.2d 711 (2d Cir. 1973).
▪ Temporary restraining orders. In re Vuitton Et Fils S.A., 606 F.2d 1 (2d Cir. 1979).
▪ Orders denying jury trial. Beacon Theatres, Inc. v. Westover, 359 U.S. 500 (1959).
▪ Judicial disqualification. In re School Asbestos Litig., 977 92d 764 (3d Cir. 1992).
▪ Reassign judges or change venue. In re DaimlerChrysler Corp., 294 F.3d 697 (5th Cir. 2002).
▪ Disqualify/reinstate counsel. In re Sandahl, 980 F.2d 1118 (7th Cir. 1992).
▪ Disclosure of trade secrets. In re Remington Arms Co., 952 F.2d 1029 (8th Cir. 1991).
▪ Challenge gag orders. In re Washington Post, 807 F.2d 383 (4th Cir. 1986).
▪ Untimely motions for new trial. Bailey v. Sharp, 782 F.2d 1366 (7th Cir. 1986).
▪ Conclude extended litigation. In re IBM, 687 F.2d 591 (2d Cir. 1982).
▪ Refusing to rule on Rule 56 motion. In re School Asbestos Litig., 977 92d 764 (3d Cir. 1992).
▪ Refusal to approve settlement. In re Smith, 926 F.2d 1027 (11th Cir. 1991).

▪ Denial of stay pending appeal. Hebert v. Exxon Corp., 953 F.2d 936 (5th Cir. 1992).
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Scope of Modern Federal Appellate Mandamus
▪ Effective Scope of Modern Federal Appellate Mandamus:
▪ Significantly Expanded Scope: Potential availability of mandamus review is greater

today than at any time in history, involving a fairly wide range of subject matter that
goes well beyond traditional notions that mandamus was only available to correct
usurpations of power to compel the performance of ministerial, non-discretionary
duties.
▪ “Reserved for Really Extraordinary Causes”: Yet, the Supreme Court has cautioned

appeals courts that “peremptory common-law writs are among the most potent
weapons in the judicial arsenal…. [T]hey are reserved for really extraordinary
causes.” Will v. United States, 389 U.S. 90 (1967); Allied Chem. Corp. v. Daiflon,
449 U.S. 33 (1980) (alluding to Gilbert & Sullivan’s H.M.S. Pinaforte in
characterizing availability of mandamus as “What never? Well, hardly ever!“);
Cheney v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 542 U.S. 367 (2004) (referring to “drastic nature of
mandamus”).
▪ Potent But Elusive Relief: Thus, while the scope of mandamus review has

broadened such that litigators should always give it serious consideration when
determining whether to seek interlocutory review of a district court’s ruling, act or
omission, it remains in practice a purposefully difficult form of relief to obtain.
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Standard for Issuance of Writ of Mandamus
▪ No Black Letter Test – Only General Guidance and Circuit Variation:
▪ U.S. Supreme Court: Provides only high-level guidance for issuing writs of mandamus:
• Petitioner has “no other adequate means” to attain relief. Cheney v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 542 U.S. 367 (2004).
• Petitioner’s right to the writ is “clear and indisputable.” Id.
• In court’s discretion, the writ is “appropriate” under the circumstances. Id.

▪ Circuit Courts’ Tests Are Similar But Do Differ:
• Sixth Circuit: (1) petitioner “has no other adequate” remedy, including interlocutory appeal or appeal from

the final judgment; (2) “the district court’s order is clearly erroneous as a matter of law”; (3) the order
reflects a persistent or systemic problem in the district courts; or (4) “the district court’s order raises new”
or unresolved and important “issues of law.” In re Am. Med. Sys., Inc., 75 F.3d 1069 (6th Cir. 1996).
• Ninth Circuit: “(1) The party seeking the writ has no other adequate means, such as a direct appeal, to

attain the relief he or she desires. (2) The petitioner will be damaged or prejudiced in a way not correctable
on appeal…. (3) The district court’s order is clearly erroneous as a matter of law. (4) The district court’s
order is an oft-repeated error, or manifests a persistent disregard of the federal rules. (5) The district
court’s order raises new and important problems, or issues of law of first impression.” Bauman v. U.S.
Dist. Ct., 557 F.2d 650 (9th Cir. 1977).
-

Not all factors must be present to justify issuance of mandamus.
inconsistent, and others might not apply in specific circumstances.

Certain factors are facially

• Standards are hard to nail down since many petitions are decided without reported opinions.
• At bottom: the decision to grant mandamus is highly discretionary, is very fact-specific and contextual, and

often turns on notions of equity and fundamental fairness.
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Practice & Procedure for Mandamus
▪ Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 21 – Filing and Service:
▪ File Petition [FRAP 21(a)(1)]:
• Filed with circuit court, not district court.
• Dec. 1, 2019 Amendment: A non-substantive amendment deleting the term “proof of

service” to reflect amendments to FRAP 25(d) eliminating the requirement of filing proof of
service when service is completed by way of the court’s ECF system.

▪ Time Limit for Filing:
• FRAP 21 does not specify any time limit for filing a petition for mandamus.
• It is highly contextual, but in most cases it is prudent to file as soon as practicable in order

to demonstrate a sense of urgency. A good time frame is the normal 30-day time limit for
filing an ordinary civil appeal. See FRAP 4(a)(1)(A).

▪ Pay Filing Fee [FRAP 21(a)(3)]:
• Petitioner must pay the circuit court’s applicable fee.

▪ Corporate disclosure statement [FRAP 26.1(a)-(b)]:
• If petition is filed by a non-governmental corporate entity, a corporate disclosure statement

must be filed contemporaneously with the petition.

▪ Serve Petition [FRAP 21(a)(1)]:
• Must be served on all parties to trial court proceeding.

• Copy must also be provided to the trial court judge.
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Practice & Procedure for Mandamus
▪ Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 21 – Contents of Petition:
▪ Title of Petition [FRAP 21(a)(2)(A)]:
• Petitions must be titled “In re [name of petitioner]”.

▪ Contents of Petition [FRAP 21(a)(2)(B)]:
• (i) the relief sought;
• (ii) the issues presented;
• (iii) the facts necessary to understand the issue presented by the petition; and
• (iv) the reasons why the writ should issue.
• Practice Note: The petition should explain the magnitude of the issue sufficient to justify

mandamus, emphasizing when possible the severity of immediate harm facing the
petitioner and the lack if effective remedies if the petitioner awaited appeal from a final
judgment. When relevant, also useful to emphasize threat of future reoccurrence in this
case or other cases.

▪ Length of Petition [FRAP 21(d)]:
• Petitions must conform to formatting requirements of FRAP 32(c)(2), and are limited to

7,800 words.

▪ Underlying Trial Court Ruling [FRAP 21(a)(2)(C)]:
• Petition must include “any order or opinion or parts of the record that may be essential to

understand the matters set forth in the petition.”
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Practice & Procedure for Mandamus
▪ Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 21 – Appeals Court Options:
▪ Priority Given to Mandamus Petitions [FRAP 21(b)(6)]: The appeals court must

prioritize a mandamus petition “over ordinary civil cases.”
▪ Appeals court options [FRAP 21(b)]:
• Appeals court must either:

1. “deny the petition without an answer”; or
2. “order the respondent, if any, to answer within a fixed time.” [FRAP
21(b)(1)]
• Appeals court may optionally:

- Invite or order the trial judge to address the petition [FRAP 21(b)(4)].
- Invite amicus curiae to address the petition [FRAP 21(b)(4)].
- Entertain oral argument (rarely granted) or decide petition on the papers.
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Practice & Procedure for Mandamus
▪ Local Rules of Circuit Courts and the U.S. Supreme Court:
▪ Circuit Courts: Although FRAP 21 governs petitions for mandamus, practitioners

should always check the circuit court’s local rules:
• 1st Circuit (L.R. 21.0): Rules governing representation of trial judge subjected to petition.
• 2nd Circuit (L.R. 21.1(b)): Rules governing petition length and paper copies.
• 3rd Circuit (L.R. 21.1): Requirements for petitions made pursuant to the Crime Victims’

Rights Act (18 U.S.C. § 3771(d)(3)).
• 4th Circuit (L.R. 21(a)-(d)): Extensive requirements governing petitions.
• 5th Circuit (L.R. 21): Additional requirements governing petitions.
• 6th Circuit (L.R. 21 & I.O.P. 21): Additional requirements governing petitions.
• 8th Circuit (L.R. 21A): 14-day deadline for court to dismiss petition or order filing of answer.
• 9th Circuit (L.R. 21-1 to 21-5): Extensive requirements governing petitions.
• 10th Circuit (L.R. 21.1): Rules governing fees for petitions.
• 11th Circuit (L.R. 21-1 & I.O.P.): Additional requirements governing petitions.
• D.C. Circuit (L.R. 21): Additional requirements governing petitions.
• Federal Circuit (L.R. 21): Extensive requirements governing petitions.

▪ U.S. Supreme Court: Has its own rules governing petitions. See Sup. Ct. R. 20.
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Mandamus Considerations – Factors for Seeking
▪ Totality of the Circumstances: Litigants considering a mandamus petition
should consider: 1) likelihood of success, 2) importance of relief sought to
future conduct of the case, and 3) costs incurred in litigating the petition.
▪ Prioritization: FRAP 21(b)(6) requires appeals courts to give petitions
“preference over ordinary civil cases.”
▪ Fewer Procedural Requirements: Petitions for mandamus have fewer
procedural requirements and often take less time to draft.
▪ Petitioning in the Alternative: Where other forms of interlocutory review may
also be available, litigant can file both a notice of appeal and mandamus
petition.
▪ As a courtesy to the appeals court, cross-reference the two proceedings in each set

of documents to demonstrate that the petitioner has acted in good faith and has filed
under multiple appellate bases in order avoid defaulting an appropriate remedy.

▪ Alienating Trial Court: Mandamus is sometimes called a “nuclear option”
against a district judge, who may respond negatively and who may control
petitioner’s case for many months or years after mandamus is resolved.
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Mandamus Considerations – Arguments to Make
▪ Explain Magnitude of Issue: The appeals court must be convinced that that
situation justifies the extraordinary relief offered by mandamus.
▪ Emphasize Immediate/Irrevocable Harm: Explain how petitioner will suffer
significant harm that will be immediate and incurable absent mandamus.
▪ Emphasize Lack of Alternative Remedy: Explain how petitioner has no other
alternative remedy apart from mandamus.
▪ Emphasize Future Impact: Appeals courts more likely to consider mandamus
– particularly one involving review of a novel question of first impression – if
there is likelihood of future repetition in same or different case.
▪ Constitutional Right: Caselaw suggests that appeals courts are more likely to
grant mandamus in matters implicating constitutional rights.
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